SYNOPSIS 1'. An increasingly technical agriculture and an increasingly complex society suggest that in agronomic training increased emphasis should be placed upon (1) the physical and biological sciences (2) social sciences and humanities and (3) economics and business. 11. Additional time required for this could be obtained by the elimination of duplication and some applied courses. 111. IV. Motivation of the student to acquire this sound education and to develop personal competence and pride in the profession is the joint responsibility of staff and student and is more easily accomplished when there are good relations between the two.
Thus it seemed appropriate to devote our G sary Program to discussing areas which sh sized in our educational programs to more pare our graduates for the future. F presented on this subject-two by studen and two by those professionally employ They present a number of interesting and i and ideas which deserve serious consid improvement of Agronomic Education agronomist. I omy Society, it is well to pause and consider some of the changes which have taken place since the Society was founded. Without question, this has been a period of unpar,illeled agricultural development. This change has occurred, for the most part, as the result of the development and application of greatly improved agricultural technology. From all indications, the next 50 years will bring far more significant advances in agriculture than the past. Nothing is more important to the continued development D f our agronomic profession and to the contributions which it can make in our society than the training of persorinel for future service.
In Iconsidering curricula to meet this situation, it seems that there are three broad areas, in addition to our specialized field, which need to receive primary emphasis : (1) Physical and biological sciences, (2) Social sciences and humanities, and ( 3 ) Economics and business.
Phjsical and Biological Sciences-Not too many years ago farming was commonly referred to as an "art". However, ;is agricultural technology has developed, farming has taken on, more and more, the characteristics of a true science. In order to adapt himself to the rapid changes in agricultural science, the well-trained agricultural workec of Social Sciences-As agriculture become from a technological standpoint, it also bec plex from a sociological point of view. F means, the isolated and independent occup once regarded. With the close proximity which modern-day travel and communicat seems increasingly important that we giv in our agronomic training to the social scie ities-to the broad core of knowledge whi educated person and which helps him ad lems of today's complex society.
Economics dnd Business-No longer can acres and a mule go out and make a living efficient operations today, large expenditur needed for land, machinery and equipmen ating costs-making a farming venture aspects of big business. Therefore, the su of the future will be those who have a g of economic and business principles-those ally analyze carefully the cost of and retu phases of their operations-those who st to take advantage of favorable market sit products. It would appear, therefore, that t future, as well as the professional agricult
